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Communication and Networking: International Conference, FGCN 2010Springer, 2011

	Welcome to the proceedings of the 2010 International Conference on Future Generation Communication and Networking (FGCN 2010) – one of the partnering events of the Second International Mega-Conference on Future Generation Information Technology (FGIT 2010).


	FGCN brings together researchers from academia and industry as well...
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Beginning Amazon Web Services with Node.jsApress, 2015

	Beginning Amazon Web Services with Node.js teaches any novice Node.js developer to configure, deploy, and maintain scalable small to large scale Node.js applications in Amazon Web Services. Hosting a Node.js application in a production environment usually means turning to PaaS hosting, but this approach brings problems. Deploying...
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How To Think Like A Computer Scientist: C++ VersionCreateSpace Independent Publishing Platform, 2009

	The goal of this book is to teach you to think like a computer scientist. 1 like
	the way computer scientists think because they combine some of the best fea
	tures of Mathematics, Engineering, and Natural Science. Like mathematicians,
	computer scientists use formal languages to denote ideas (specifically computa
	tions). Like engineers,...
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Cooperative Extensions of the Bayesian Game (Series on Mathematical Economics and Game Theory)World Scientific Publishing, 2006

	Our collaboration on the research area, strategic cooperative game theory

	with asymmetric information, started around the spring of 2000, and

	progressed substantially from July 2001 through September 2002 when Ichiishi

	was visiting Hitotsubashi University (Yamazaki's affiliation). Through

	innumerable discussions during this...
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Professional Visual Studio 2005Wrox Press, 2006
Visual Studio 2005 is an enormous product. Incorporating the latest advances in both Visual Basic® and C# as well as improvements and new features in the user interface, it can be daunting without the kind of guidance this book provides.
    

    In these pages you'll learn to harness every feature of this remarkable development...
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Creating Web Pages For DummiesFor Dummies, 2006

	Creating Web pages isn't just for nerds anymore--far from it. You can't get far in any hobby without participating in its Web community; even the smallest businesses need good-looking, functional Web sites. Those facts mean you must be able to do your own site-building work, and Creating Web Pages for Dummies exists to share...
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Communication and Networking: International Conference, FGCN 2010Springer, 2011

	Welcome to the proceedings of the 2010 International Conference on Future Generation Communication and Networking (FGCN 2010) – one of the partnering events of the Second International Mega-Conference on Future Generation Information Technology (FGIT 2010).


	FGCN brings together researchers from academia and industry as well...
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Encyclopedia of Molecular Mechanisms of DiseaseSpringer, 2009

	This comprehensive encyclopedia supplies the reader with concise information on the molecular pathophysiology of disease. Entries include defined diseases (such as Parkinson's disease) as well as pathophysiological entities (such as tremor). The 1,200 essays are brilliantly structured to allow rapid retrieval of the desired information....
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Word Parts Dictionary: Standard and Reverse Listings of Prefixes, Suffixes, and Combining FormsMcFarland, 2000

	This dictionary is based on word parts — those prefixes, suffixes, com¬ bining forms and roots which show up repeatedly to form words — and is meant to be used in conjunction with a standard dictionary and a thesaurus. It can help to retrieve words only dimly remembered, or it can lead to specific new words which otherwise...
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Releasing HTML5 Games for Windows 8O'Reilly, 2013

	
		Windows 8 presents an incredible opportunity for distributing and monetizing HTML5 games, and this guide shows how you can profit from it. You’ll learn everything you need to know about porting your original web-based JavaScript game to the new "touch-first" version of Windows, as well as several options for selling...
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Future Generation Information Technology: Second International Conference, FGIT 2010Springer, 2011

	As information technology (IT) becomes specialized and fragmented, it is easy to lose sight that many topics have common threads and because of this, advances in one subdiscipline may transmit to another. The presentation of results between different subdisciplines encourages this interchange for the advancement of IT as a whole.

...
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Parallel and Concurrent Programming in Haskell: Techniques for Multicore and Multithreaded ProgrammingO'Reilly, 2013

	
		If you have a working knowledge of Haskell, this hands-on book shows you how to use the language’s many APIs and frameworks for writing both parallel and concurrent programs. You’ll learn how parallelism exploits multicore processors to speed up computation-heavy programs, and how concurrency enables you to write programs...
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